
Health and Wellness Committee Meeting Minutes, For October 2, 2012 meeting

Attending: Sherrie Grindy, Pat Berg, Jon & Elaine Anderson, Deb Buffington, Cate Giroux, and all 4 priests
rotated through during the course of the meeting.

Opening prayer was said by Fr. Steve prior to dispersing to our meeting areas.

Recommitment to the Vision: The words or phrases that were most meaningful to the group were: body of
Christ”, “diverse face of Christ”, “live out our baptismal call as children of God”, community of believers”,
community of servants united”.

Election of Officers:  Secretary- Cate Giroux, Chair – Cate Giroux, Vice Chair-Deb Buffingtion.

Suggestions for upcoming classes/program offerings:

Dave Ramsey Financial Peace University was tabled until it could be discussed with Social Concerns
Committee. I mentioned this to a member of the Social Concerns Committee, and she suggested we wait until
after the benefit to discuss this with the rest of the committee.

Mother Mary’s Group – Faith enrichment – Discussed & committee preferred faith enrichment on
“Rediscovering Catholicism” or a series on Catholicism – We were then informed that another committee
(Word) was working on faith enrichment dealing with this topic, so we will allow them to pursue that.

Suggestion was made to hold a class on Honoring Choices – Advanced Directives – Your Final Wishes.
Apparently Bev Schafer, Berdelle Ingeman, Barb Piasecki, and Christa Rivers are going through training on
teaching a program that pertains to this topic.  I will contact them about setting up a class.

Discussed trying to find someone that would be available on the same day, every week, that can facilitate the
Faithfully Fit classes again.  I will contact our PN volunteers and see if anyone is interested.

B-frienders, friends in faith etc. It was brought to our attention that another committee was discussing the
pursuit of recruiting people willing to assist in making visits for companionship, prayer, etc.

Upcoming BP Clinic calendar dates were included in agenda and will appear on the calendar on the AFC
website for the remainder of 2012.

It was suggested that we do another education class on AED use, updates on CPR and discuss the equipment
that is available at each of the churches.  I will call and get a class scheduled when they can work us in.

It was also suggested that we offer another survey to parishioners to assess their wishes.

Volunteer parish nurse motivators: It was suggested that we make out a calendar for the BP clinics for the
year and just assign the volunteers dates and times as is done with the Eucharistic Ministers, etc.  If that date
or time is not convenient for them they would then be responsible for finding a substitute from our list of
volunteers.

This committee will not meet in Nov. and there are no meetings to be scheduled in Dec., so the next meeting
will be after the first of the year 2013.


